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Antimicrobial PDMS Surfaces Prepared through Fast and Oxygen-Tolerant SI-SARA-ATRP, Using Na₂SO₃ as a Reducing Agent


ABSTRACT: Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is an attractive, versatile, and convenient material for use in biomedical devices that are in direct contact with the user. A crucial component in such a device is its surface in terms of antimicrobial properties preventing infection. Moreover, due to its inherent hydrophobicity, PDMS is rather prone to microbial colonization. Thus, developing an antimicrobial PDMS surface in a simple, large-scale, and applicable manner is an essential step in fully exploiting PDMS in the biomedical device industry. Current chemical modification methods for PDMS surfaces are limited; therefore, we present herein a new method for introducing an atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) initiator onto the PDMS surface via the base-catalyzed grafting of ([chloromethyl]phenylethyltrimethoxysilane to the PDMS. The initiator surface was grafted with poly[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate] (PDMAEMA) brushes via a surface-initiated supplemental activator and reducing agent ATRP (SI-SARA-ATRP). The use of sodium sulfate as a novel reducing agent in SI-SARA-ATRP allowed for polymerization during complete exposure to air. Moreover, a fast and linear growth was observed for the polymer over time, leading to a 400 nm thick polymer layer in a 120 min reaction time. Furthermore, the grafted PDMAEMA was quaternized, using various alkylhalides, in order to study the effect on surface antimicrobial properties. It was shown that antimicrobial activity not only depended highly on the charge density but also on the amphiphilicity of the surface. The fast reaction rate, high oxygen tolerance, increased antimicrobial activity, and the overall robustness and simplicity of the presented method collectively move PDMS closer to its full-scale exploitation in biomedical devices.

INTRODUCTION

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomers have attracted considerable attention for their use in various biomedical devices. Products such as soft contact lenses,1,2 implantable cables,3 indwelling catheters,4 and many more5 can greatly benefit from the easy processing, excellent mechanical properties,8–10 biocompatibility,11 and other convenient properties of PDMS. Despite these many advantages, however, the hydrophobic nature of PDMS makes its surface biocompatible to cells11 and thus prone to microbial colonization, which may develop into an infection and result in severe complications in long-term users of such devices. The development of strategies to limit the growth of bacteria on PDMS surfaces is therefore necessary. Among several approaches to this problem on antimicrobial surfaces,12,13 the grafting of contact-killing cationic polymers containing quaternary amines has resulted in a great ability to kill bacteria.4,14,15 Moreover, the nonrelease nature of these surfaces may limit the development of resistance in bacteria, thus featuring permanent antimicrobial properties.16,17 In particular, quaternized poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) has shown permanent bactericidal effects.18–20 In addition, when surface-grafted from a PDMS substrate, it has exhibited high protein-repelling capabilities, low bacterial attachment, and reduced cell adhesion compared to a native PDMS surface.21 However, due to the low reactivity of PDMS surfaces, there are only few—and complex—methods available for the fast and efficient modification of PDMS. Density, thickness, and surface coverage homogeneity are other essential factors when seeking to achieve excellent antimicrobial activity.19,22,23 Indeed, several examples of DMAEMA surface modification by SI-ATRP have been reported.18–23 However, the requirement of an inert atmosphere in conventional SI-ATRP limits its application potential in scaled up production and hinders its commercial exploitation.
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High oxygen sensitivity in conventional SI-ATRP has been tackled through different approaches, such as activator generated by electron transfer,\textsuperscript{36} activator regenerated by electron transfer (ARGET),\textsuperscript{27} and supplemental activator and reducing agent (SARA)\textsuperscript{28–30} SI-ATRP. The core idea behind these methods involves adding an amount of reducing agent to the polymerization mixture, which then helps maintain the metal–complex catalyst activity in the presence of oxygen through the continuous reduction of the catalyst. A notable example of an oxygen-tolerant, SI-ATRP of PDMAEMA was reported by Dong and Matyjaszewski.\textsuperscript{31} In their work, polymer brushes were grafted from an initiator-modified silicon wafer, using tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate as a reducing agent. After an 18 h reaction time, the layer thickness of the modified surface was approximately 20 nm. Using this approach, a couple of reports showed how it was possible to transfer the conditions to other types of surfaces, whereby PDMAEMA was grafted from either filter paper\textsuperscript{32} or lignin nanofiber mats,\textsuperscript{33} for a number of different applications. In the latter case, ascorbic acid was used as a reducing agent, which resulted in a thickness of 72 nm after 6 h of polymerization. As another example, Dunderdale et al.\textsuperscript{34} showed how it was possible to graft DMAEMA from silicon wafer surfaces in an oxygen atmosphere (ARGET), leading to 2–300 nm thick grafts within 3 h. They even showed that simply painting the polymerization solution onto the wafer surface was sufficient to enable grafting to take place. This clearly demonstrates the great potential of using ARGET SI-ATRP for surface modification and tailoring the surface properties of solid substrates. However, to the best of our knowledge, no work on oxygen-tolerant ATRP of PDMAEMA grafted from a PDMS substrate has been reported to date. Thanks to their oxygen tolerance and simplicity, these methods offer great potential to achieve permanently antimicrobial PDMS surfaces on a commercial scale.

In this work, we present an oxygen-tolerant, SI-SARA-ATRP of PDMAEMA, using Na$_2$SO$_3$ as a novel reducing agent. This was validated by grafting DMAEMA from a silicon wafer to demonstrate the efficiency of the process, while the system was subsequently transferred to PDMS grafting in our open-to-air screening platform.\textsuperscript{35}

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A characteristic property of controlled radical polymerization is linear development in the polymer’s chain length as a function of reaction time, as well as the synthesized polymer having narrow dispersity. To confirm that the kinetics of the SI-SARA-ATRP system behaved in this manner, a model study was conducted on silicon wafers. The wafers were functionalized with a standard ATRP initiator (surface-anchored α-bromoisobutyl bromide, APTES–BiBB) and were immersed into a glass vial holding an aqueous solution of H$_2$O/MeOH (1:1, v/v) containing monomer (DMAEMA) and catalyst/ligand [Cu(II)Cl$_2$/N,N,N′,N″,N‴-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA)]. To enable the wafer to be gradually withdrawn from the polymerization mixture, a large headspace was used in the reaction. Depending on the size of the headspace, there would be a delay in the onset of polymerization to allow for the removal of excess oxygen, as also reported by Dunderdale et al.\textsuperscript{35} for their ARGET system. This delay in the onset of polymerization was prevented by replacing the air in the vial with nitrogen, but this was essentially not required for smaller amounts of oxygen in the system. The vial was sealed with a septum, and polymerization was initiated by the addition of Na$_2$SO$_3$. Through the use of ellipsometry, DMAEMA brush thickness could be measured at various time intervals of 10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min (see Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** (a) Thickness of the grafted PDMAEMA layer over time. A clear linear trend in the growth of the polymer over time can be observed, yielding a very thick surface layer (400 nm) within a short reaction time (120 min). (b) Photographic image of the modified wafer, where the difference in the refractive index for the individual brush lengths can be observed as a change in wafer coloration. Polymerization time increases from the bottom to the top of the wafer.

Brush thickness propagation followed a clear linear trend with respect to reaction time. A common limitation for SI-ATRP is the long reaction times required to obtain sufficiently long brushes for effective surface modification. In this case, very large brush thicknesses were achieved within short polymerization times, with up to 400 nm being achieved after just 120 min. Interestingly, the difference in the refractive index of the various DMAEMA brush lengths could be directly observed on the silicon wafer—as shown in Figure 1.

In addition, this system was benchmarked against a more traditional SI-ARGET-ATRP system, in that Na$_2$SO$_3$ was replaced with sodium ascorbate as the reducing agent. However, reaction kinetics under these conditions was much slower and resulted in a brush thickness of only 34.15 ± 0.5 nm after 120 min (see Figure S1). This is attributed to the SARA mechanism, which generally exhibits a faster reaction rate, as compared to ARGET. In conclusion, employing Na$_2$SO$_3$ as the reducing agent facilitates the polymerization of DMAEMA at a much higher propagation rate, while still maintaining the linear brush length growth alongside relatively low standard deviation.

**SI-SARA-ATRP Employed for Grafting PDMS on an Open Atmosphere Screening Platform.** Inspired by the work of Brook et al.,\textsuperscript{36} in which thiolis were introduced onto a PDMS surface via silylation with (3-mercaptopropyl)-trimethoxysilane, we show herein how ([chloromethyl]-phenyl)[ethyl]trimethoxysilane (CPTS) can be used in a similar fashion to graft an ATRP initiator to the PDMS surface. The presence of the ATRP initiator was confirmed by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) (Figure S2). The use of trimethoxysilane as a grafting unit resulted in the formation of a thin layer covering the entire surface, thereby providing an easy method for preparing a PDMS grafting surface anchored to the PDMS—as illustrated in Figure 2a.
Figure 2. (a) Reaction scheme of the PDMS surface modifications. First, activation of the PDMS surface via the base-catalyzed equilibration of CPTS onto the PDMS surface took place, followed by PDMAEMA grafting from the surface under SI-SARA-ATRP conditions. Finally, the surface was quaternized, using a direct reaction with alkyl halides. (b) Overview of the experimental setup of reactions conducted on the screening platform. PDMAEMA was grafted at three different polymerization times (10, 30, and 60 min), and each of these was then quaternized with a set of various alkyl halides.

Figure 3. (a) FT-IR spectra of pristine PDMS and PDMAEMA functionalized PDMS after 10, 30, and 60 min reaction times. The zoomed-in image shows the corresponding growth of a carbonyl stretch originating from PDMAEMA. (b) FT-IR spectra of pristine PDMS, PDMAEMA-modified PDMS at 30 min polymerization, and the quaternized PDMAEMA-modified PDMS with C1–C10 alkyl halides. The zoomed-in image shows the corresponding growth of C–H stretches originating from the alkyl halides.
Figure 4. (a) Advancing WCA of the surface-functionalized PDMS. No significant differences are observed across the samples in comparison to the pristine PDMS surface. (b) Receding WCA of the surface-functionalized PDMS. A general decrease in the WCA can be observed when compared to the pristine surface. Moreover, a slight increase in the WCA can be observed via the increasing alkyl chain length in the quaternized surfaces (C1–C10).

This was then further utilized for grafting DMAEMA, using the same concentration of reagents as previously described, albeit now in a completely open atmosphere in a specially designed 96-well plate screening platform. The platform allowed for simultaneous brush length variation as well as quaternization of the side chain, using a series of alkylhalides, as illustrated in Figure 2b. Traditional ATRP experiments normally require completely inert conditions, which makes parallelized synthesis complicated and generally requires the use of a glovebox to allow for handling of multiple surfaces. ARGET- and SARA-ATRP, in this respect, have been proven to have advantages (as mentioned above). The use of a reducing agent enables both the reduction of the Cu(II) complex to Cu(I), as well as the removal of excess oxygen, thereby protecting the catalyst from unwanted oxidation. However, most experiments have been run under semi-open conditions with limited amounts of air, which still requires a closed environment. Herein, we show the possibility of conducting SI-SARA-ATRP in completely open conditions. The procedure allowed for the parallel synthesis of various DMAEMA brush lengths on a PDMS substrate, as well as post-modification via N-alkylation, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Initial analysis by FT-IR of the DMAEMA grafted surfaces showed a distinctive peak at 1728 cm$^{-1}$ originating from the carbonyl ester of the methacrylate (see Figure 3a). The intensity of the peak increased in good correlation with polymerization time, and the high intensity corresponded well with the expected long brush length observed in the model study conducted on silicon wafers. Surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was also attempted, in order to confirm the presence of the DMAEMA polymer brush. Unfortunately, due to the inherent ability of PDMS to facilitate surface hydrophobic recovery, only the PDMS substrate was detected, even though the surface could clearly be observed visually to have been modified and wetted easily with water (see below). Therefore, to ensure that the grafted polymer was retained at the interface, the surface was stored under wet conditions prior to further use. By keeping the surface wet, a hydrophilic interaction with DMAEMA was favored, and the rearrangement could be suppressed before further modification. Because XPS is a high-vacuum technique, it is not possible to conduct the analysis in moist conditions to confirm the grafting chemically.

To obtain the positively charged quaternary ammonium surfaces, N-alkylation was achieved by using a series of alkylhalides: iodomethane (C1), 1-bromobutane (C4), 1-bromo-octane (C8), 1-bromodecane (C10), and 2-bromoethyl methylether [(CH$_2$)$_3$OCH$_3$]. Again, the samples were stored in water immediately after reaction to prevent hydrophobic recovery. The surfaces were analyzed using FT-IR (see Figure 3b), whereby the addition of hydrocarbon chains to DMAEMA resulted in an increase in sp$^3$ hybridization, as seen for all surfaces at 2928, 2905, and 2857 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. As expected, DMAEMA had the lowest sp$^3$ signal of all modifications due to the lack of a hydrocarbon chain at the side-chain amine. A significantly higher intensity was found for DMAEMA C1, DMAEMA C4, DMAEMA C8, and DMAEMA (CH$_2$)$_3$OCH$_3$. The similar signal intensity between these modifications may be due to the extent of reaction. Iodomethane would be expected to be both more reactive and less sterically hindered than 1-bromobutane, leading to a higher sp$^3$ signal. DMAEMA C8 had the second highest intensity, followed by DMAEMA C10, corresponding well with having the longest carbon chain of all the quarternizations. A similar trend was found at the 10 and 60 min polymerization times, although it was less evident at 60 min (see Figures S3 and S4). Due to the PDMS substrate having been stored under wet conditions, the surface was briefly washed with EtOH and dried in air before collecting the IR spectra. Nonetheless, there were clear signs of residual alcohol observed in the IR spectra at 1740 and 3000 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The broad intensive peak at 3000 cm$^{-1}$ overlapped with the original carbonyl peak from the ester, the ability of PDMS to absorb water to such an extent strongly suggests the creation of a more hydrophilic surface.

Water contact angle (WCA) measurements were also conducted to investigate the change in hydrophilicity as a function of polymerization time and surface modification. Advancing contact angles did not initially reveal any significant differences compared to pristine PDMS or between individual
surface modifications (see Figure 4a). On the other hand, a drastically more hydrophilic surface was observed from the receding WCA for all surface modifications, compared to PDMS (see Figure 4b).

The receding WCA for the pristine PDMS was 82°, while all the modified surfaces showed significantly lower receding contact angles. There is a clear trend of lower receding WCA’s for surface-grafted DMAEMA (hydrophilic) with increasing polymerization times (from 50 to 27°) which reflects the increased film thickness with increased polymerization time. For DMAEMA C1, which is also hydrophilic, a similar trend was observed in going from 47 to 37° at 10 and 60 min polymerization times, respectively. On the contrary, an increase in the contact angle was observed for the amphiphilic DMAEMA C4, which went from 37° at 10 min to 55° at 60 min. No significant differences were found for DMAEMA C8, DMAEMA C10, or DMAEMA (CH₂)₄OCH₃ for any polymerization time. The discrepancy among the different modifications in terms of polymerization time is ascribed to the varying chain assembly due to nonelectrostatic effects, as recently described.43 Furthermore, WCA hysteresis, which was also calculated and can be found in Figure S5, shows a general increase after modification, further confirming the above-mentioned conclusions. The IR and generally lower receding contact angles confirm a clear change in the surface chemistry of the PDMS substrate and corroborate the facilitation of the grafting and quaternization of DMAEMA.

Biofilm Formation. Contact-active antimicrobial surfaces are of great interest in the biomedical field as a means of creating constant sterile surfaces without the release of additives. These coatings, which can help protect against bacterial colonization and thereby prevent infection, contain polymeric quaternary ammonium and have been proven to induce a bactericidal effect through electrostatic interaction with the cell membrane of the bacteria. Although many studies have demonstrated this effect, our fundamental understanding of the structure−property relationship between the bactericidal properties and the chemical nature of the grafted polymer still requires further research. To aid in this investigation, a crystal violet assay was used as a way to quantify the biofilm inhibition properties of the modified surfaces against a Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain. The violet dye attaches to the DNA and proteins in cells, and the absorbance of the color can therefore be directly correlated with the number of viable bacteria found on the surface. The bacteriological results are shown in Figure 5.

At first, no significant differences in optical density (OD) could be found when comparing the pristine PDMS with modified samples at either 10 or 30 min polymerization times. However, at 60 min, a significantly lower OD was observed for DMAEMA C1, DMAEMA C4, DMAEMA C8, and DMAEMA C10. Several studies have shown that the charge density for these types of surfaces needs to be above a certain threshold to engender antimicrobial activity.22−24 The longer polymer chains could similarly help increase both charge density as well as system mobility, thus increasing their bactericidal effect. On the other hand, this effect was not seen for DMAEMA, showing that positive charges are required for the bactericidal interaction with the cell membrane. DMAEMA (CH₂)₄OCH₃, however, did not show any significant reduction in OD for any polymerization time, thereby indicating that a specific amphiphilicity needs to be present to facilitate proper integration with the membrane in order to induce the bactericidal effect.

CONCLUSIONS

Activating the PDMS surface, using direct silylation in alkaline conditions, was deemed a highly effective, simple, and efficient method. By employing this simple approach, further grafting of the surface using ATRP is an easy option for a broad range of products prepared in PDMS across the medico-industry. The grafting of extraordinarily long 400 nm DMAEMA brushes, within short reaction times (120 min), was successfully conducted through SI-SARA-ATRP by utilizing Na₂SO₃ as a novel reducing agent that effectively protected the Cu catalyst against oxidation, allowing the reaction to be conducted in a completely open atmosphere on a 96-well screening platform. Furthermore, parallel synthesis on the platform allowed for the investigation of the structure−property relationship between the antimicrobial activities of various brush lengths, as well as post-functionalization via N-alkylation, to create positively charged quaternary ammonium. The activity depended highly on the chain length of the polymer brush in order to obtain a sufficiently high charge density. Therefore, significantly lower numbers of viable bacteria were only seen for DMAEMA C1, C4, C8, and C10 at a 60 min polymerization time. No apparent reduction was observed for DMAEMA and DMAEMA (CH₂)₄OCH₃ even at the longest grafting times, showing that not only charge density but also the amphiphilicity is important in facilitating optimal bactericidal properties.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. All chemicals and solvents were of analytical grade and used without further purification, unless stated otherwise. Inhibitors were removed from the monomers prior to use by passing them through a short plug flow column of basic alumina.

Characterization. WCA measurements were conducted on a DataPhysics OCA 20. Initially, a drop of 4 µL was placed on the surface with the needle inside, and the drop was then
expanded and retracted. All WCAs reported are an average of three measurements. FT-IR spectroscopy was conducted on an attenuated total reflection (ATR)–FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo iS50 with a built-in diamond ATR with a resolution of 4 cm−1) to confirm the presence of functional groups. All spectra were normalized to a reference Si–O–Si stretch at 1007 cm−1. Absorbance measurements and UV–vis spectroscopy were carried out on a VICTOR X3 2030 multilabel reader (PerkinElmer). Brush thickness on the silicon wafers was measured using variable angle ellipsometry (M-2000, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.) and conducted in air at room temperature over a wavelength range between 250 and 1000 nm and at six different angles of incidence (50, 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75°). Analysis of the ellipsometric data was done using the instrument software (CompleteEASE, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.).

The optical model comprised a thick Si substrate, an SiO2 layer (WaferNet, USA) were used. Points of the sample. Inc.). The optical model comprised a total of three free parameters (thickness, A, and B of the polymer layer). The average and standard deviations of the thickness were obtained by measuring at three different points of the sample.

Preparation of Silicon Wafers. Thermally oxidized silicon wafers with a SiO2 layer (WaferNet, USA) were used. Prior to functionalization, the wafer was rinsed with acetone, ethanol, and deionized water three times. The surface was subsequently plasma-cleaned (Harrick Plasma) for 3 min in 500 mTorr water vapor in order to produce hydroxyl groups. Thereafter, the wafer was left for 24 h in a desiccator together with a 4 mL solution of APTES in toluene (volume ratio: 1:1). The wafer was then rinsed with toluene, ethanol, and acetone and dried under a stream of argon. To graft the initiator onto the surface, the functionalized surfaces were placed into a mixture of dichloromethane (DCM) (20 mL) and triethylamine (1.3 mL) at 0 °C, following which 2-bromoisobutyryl-bromide (1 mL) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 12 h and rinsed with DCM, acetone, and EtOH three times and then dried under argon. The grafted initiator surfaces were used immediately after preparation for the polymerization stage.

Si-SARA-ATRP on Silicon Wafer. To a 40 mL vial, 2.6 mg Cu(II)Cl2·2H2O, 8.14 µL PMDETA, 3.54 mL DMAEMA, and 9.45 mL MeOH/H2O (1:1, v/v) were added and mixed via magnetic stirring. A metal wire was fixed to a clamp, which was then fastened to the top of the silicon wafer and transferred to the vial. The metal wire was punctured through a septum, the system was sealed, and the air evacuated and replaced with nitrogen three times. In a 4 mL vial, 9.45 mg of Na2SO3 was dissolved in 1 mL H2O and then 1 mL MeOH was added, following which the mixture was transferred to the reaction vial via a nitrogen-filled syringe to initiate polymerization. The total volume used was 15 mL with a final concentration of Cu(II)Cl2·2H2O: 1.3 mM, PMDETA: 2.6 mM, Na2SO3: 5 mM, and DMAEMA: 1.4 M. To sample different DMAEMA brush length reaction times, the depth of the wafer was controlled by moving the sample out of the reaction mixture, using the attached metal wire, after 10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min. The wafer was then briefly washed in pristine solvent (MeOH/H2O), water, and EtOH and dried in flowing air.

PDMS Preparation. An Elastollan RT 625 PDMS film was prepared in a mold consisting of an aluminum frame placed on top of a steel support. Approximately, 13 g of a 9:1 w/w part A to B mixture of Elastollan RT 625 was added to a mixing cup and placed in a speed mixer at 2700 rpm for 3 min before being poured into the mold. The PDMS was cured at 100 °C for 60 min and left to cool to room temperature.

Attachment of the ATRP Initiator. In a 250 mL beaker, KOH (1.700 g, 0.030 mol) was dissolved in MeOH (155 mL), following which CPTs (15.6 mL, 0.064 mol) was added. The solution was transferred to a Petri dish (d = 21 cm) along with the PDMS film and left for 6 h at 50 °C under magnetic stirring. After the reaction, the film was washed by being placed in a 250 mL beaker containing DCM for 10 min under magnetic stirring at room temperature. The film was then similarly washed in MeOH for 30 min under magnetic stirring.

Si-SARA-ATRP on the Screening Platform. The CPTS-modified PDMS film was mounted onto the screening platform as described in our previous work. To each well, 20 µL of solvent (MeOH/H2O, 1:1, v/v), 40 µL of DMAEMA (2.8 M in MeOH/H2O, 1:1, v/v), and 10 µL of Cu(II)Cl2·PMDETA (10.4 M/20.8 mM in MeOH/H2O, 1:1, v/v) were added. To initiate polymerization, 10 µL of 40 mM Na2SO3 solution in MeOH/H2O, 1:1, v/v was transferred to each well. To obtain different chain lengths of DMAEMA, the reaction was terminated by removing the reaction mixture via a multipipette and by replacing it with a solvent. The wells were then filled with the solvent (MeOH/H2O, 1:11, v/v) and agitated at 200 rpm for 15 min, and the cleaning step was repeated with water. The setup was dried overnight in a vacuum oven at room temperature.

Quaternization of DMAEMA. To predetermined wells, 80 µL of 3 M stock solution of either iodomethane, 1-bromobutane, or 2-bromothyl methyl ether in MeOH or 1-bromoocotane or 1-bromodecane in MeOH/tetrahydrofuran (9:1, v/v) was added. The wells were covered with parafilm to avoid evaporation and were heated to 40 °C while being agitated overnight at 200 rpm. After the reaction was completed, the wells were emptied and subsequently filled with MeOH and agitated at 200 rpm for 15 min. The cleaning step was repeated with water, and the final modified PDMS was stored in wet conditions in a fridge at 5 °C.

Microtiter Dish Biofilm Formation Assay. P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853 was cultivated in 4 mL Luria Broth medium from the wells. The plates were then incubated at 37 °C in a cultivation incubator shaking overnight at 200 rpm. The P. aeruginosa culture suspension was adjusted to an OD OD600 of 0.05. A volume of 100 µL of the P. aeruginosa suspension was inoculated in the wells of the modified PDMS microplate system. The plates were then covered with an air-permeable sealing tape and placed in a plastic bag containing a moist napkin in order to maintain air humidity and avoid evaporation of the cultivation medium from the wells. The plates were then incubated at 37 °C for 20 h. Similar to the procedure described by O’Toole (2011), the planktonic P. aeruginosa cells were removed by discarding the culture, and the wells were washed with 120 µL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer to remove any excess culture and loosely adhered cells. The plates were vigorously tapped on a tissue paper to remove excess buffer from the microtiter plate dishes. A volume of 100 µL 0.01% crystal violet dye was added to each well, and the plates were incubated at room temperature for 15 min to stain the adherent bacteria. The crystal violet solution was discarded,
and the wells were washed four times with 120 μL PBS buffer; excess liquid was removed each time by vigorously tapping the plate on tissue paper. A volume of 90 μL 99% ethanol was added to each well and mixed through pipetting to solubilize the crystal violet dye. Subsequently, 65 μL of the well content was transferred to a 96-well flat-bottom TPP plate (Techno Plastic Products AG, Switzerland), and absorbance was measured at 590 nm using a VICTOR X3 2030 multilabel reader (PerkinElmer). The assay was performed on duplicate PDMS plates, on which each modification was represented three times.
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